saintink.com
not just ink but saintink for Lexmark / Dell & SHARP cartridges
Lexmark 10N0016, 10N0217, 12A1970, 12A1975, 13400HC, 1380620, 15M0850, 15M2971,
16G0055, 17G0050, 18C0032, 18C0034, 18C1428, 18C1528, 18C1530, 18C1623,
18L0032, 18Y0142, 18Y0144 / Dell # 922, 924, 926, 942, 944, 946, 948,
962, 964, 966, 968, A720, A920, A940, A960, J740 /
SHARP UX-22BC, UX-C70B

For Lexmark 18C0032, 18C0034, 18C1428, 18C1528, 18C1623, 18Y0142, 18Y0144 /
Dell # 922, 924, 926, 942, 944, 946, 948, 962, 964, 966, 968
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Remove the label on the
cartridge.

Setup the “Injection Tube”
by removing the syringe cap
then attach the needle &
plunger to the ink tube.

5. Follow instruction on screen
to complete installation of
cartridge.

Push the needle into the
cartridge and pull out a
little (2mm). Slowly press
the plunger to inject 8-10ml
of ink into the cartridge.
Ensure cartridge is in
upright position. Stop
filling if ink start to drip
at print head.

6. Reattach cap to needle,
keep ink out of children reach
and store ink in a cool and dry
place.

Install cartridge to printer.
Run the printer utilities and
at dialog box, select “new
cartridge”.

Reminder
On some of the cartridges, the filling
holes are very small use the drill bit to
enlarge the hole.

drill bit

For Lexmark 10N0016, 10N0217, 12A1970, 12A1975, 13400HC, 1380620, 15M0850, 15M2971, 16G0055, 17G0050, 18L0032 /
Dell # A920, A940, A960, J740 / SHARP UX-22BC, UX-C70B

3. CHECK YOUR CARTRIDGE MODEL &

Follow Instruction for Color To Be Refill
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POSITION

8-10ml

dialog box

Refilling for Lexmark 10N0016,
10N0217, 18L0032 / Dell # A 720,
A920, A940, A960, J740 /
SHARP UX-C70B

Refilling for Lexmark 12A1970,
12A1975, 13400HC, 1380629,
15M0850, 15M2971, 17G0050,
17G0055

to complete installation of
cartridge.

6. Reattach cap to needle,

12-25ml

keep ink out of children reach
and store ink in a cool and dry
place.

CARTRIDGE
IN UPRIGHT
POSITION

Drill a hole on the color cap
of the cartridge.

5. Follow instruction on screen

Install cartridge to printer.
Run the printer utilities and
at dialog box, select “new
cartridge”.

Push the needle into the cartridge and pull out a little (2mm). Slowly
press the plunger to inject ink into the cartridge. Ensure
cartridge is in upright position. Stop filling if ink start to drip at
print head.

ATTN : The printer will not detect the ink level of a refilled cartridge. In this case, it is important
that the monitoring of the ink level be done visually and top up the ink where necessary.
To continue printing without ink will damage the print head.

